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Abstract—Actor programming languages provide the kind of
inherent parallelism that is needed for building applications in
the mobile cloud. This is because the Actor model provides
encapsulation (isolation of local state), fair scheduling, location
transparency, and locality of reference. These properties facilitate
building secure, scalable concurrent systems. Not surprisingly,
very large-scale applications such as Facebook chat service
and Twitter have been written in actor languages. The paper
introduces the basics of the actor model and gives a high-level
overview of the problem of coordination in actor systems. It then
describes several novel methods for reasoning about concurrent
systems that are both effective and scalable.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Actor model is a universal model of concurrent com-

putation in distributed systems. Because the model was devel-

oped from its inception to represent concurrent computations,

it scales naturally. This has made it a natural fit for large

applications in the cloud. Consider a chat room application;

the application is typical of a number of cloud-based web

applications that involve distributed computation, such as

social media sites and popular online games. Not surprisingly,

the most successful scalable chat room application (involving

tens of millions of users), Facebook, has been written in

Erlang, an actor language. As Facebook Engineering observed

in their commentary on this choice:1

“..the actor model has worked really well for us,

and we wouldn’t have been able to pull that off in

C++ or Java. Several of us are big fans of Python

and I personally like Haskell for a lot of tasks, but

the bottom line is that, while those languages are

great general purpose languages, none of them were

designed with the actor model at heart.”

Similarly, Twitter is written in Scala. As Alex Payne, the

pioneering developer of Twitter explained in a talk entitled

“How and Why Twitter Uses Scala:”2

“When people read about Scala, it’s almost always

in the context of concurrency. Concurrency can be

solved by a good programmer in many languages,

but it’s a tough problem to solve. Scala has an Actor

library that is commonly used to solve concurrency

problems, and it makes that problem a lot easier to

solve.”

1https://www.facebook.com/notes/facebook-engineering/
chat-stability-and-scalability/51412338919

2http://blog.redfin.com/devblog/2010/05/how and why twitter uses scala.
html

Actor programming languages provide the kind of inherent

parallel scalability needed for such applications. Morever,

the actor model facilitates mobility, providing opportunities

for improved parallel performance and enabling ways to

reduce energy consumption. In some ways, actors simplify

reasoning about concurrent systems: they provide a macro-

step semantics, dramatically reducing the number of possible

computations that need to be considered. Still, reasoning about

large concurrent systems remains a challenge. After describing

the actor model, I will give a flavor of reasoning techniques

that we have developed to facilitate reasoning about actor

systems.

The goal of this high-level overview is to provide some intu-

itions about actor programmig and the state of reasoning about

scalable concurrent systems. It should serve as a starting point

to the relevant literature. The overview is not comprehensive.

In particular, I do not discuss topics related to compiling actor

languages, actor runtimes, work load management, garbage

collection, distribution strategies, etc. (For some of these

topics, see [15], [29], [41]). Moreover, I have focused on

research in my own research group to the exclusion of much

other good research.

II. THE ACTOR MODEL

An actor is an autonomous, interacting unit of computation

with its own memory [5], [1]. An actor could be a computer

node, a virtual process, or a thread with only private memory.

The actor model is universal: if we were trying to model a

shared memory computation using actors, we would represent

each variable as an actor. But scalable systems require greater

abstraction and the Actor model is more useful for modeling

such systems. Each actor operates asynchronously rather than

on a global clock. This models distributed systems where

precise synchronization between actions of components is not

feasible.

At the semantic level, an actor language provides for concur-

rent execution of programs, extending a sequential program-

ming language with three primitive concurrency operators:

• send transmits a message to a specified actor. The mes-

sage will be buffered in a mail queue at the destina-

tion until the actor is ready to process it. Each actor

has a unique mail address which is used to specify a

target for communication. Mail addresses may also be

communicated in a message, allowing for a dynamic

communication topology.
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• new is used to dynamically create an actor (with a fresh

address) using the specified actor behavior (class name)

and parameters.

• become marks the end a method, the actor can now

process the next message in its queue.

The ability to create new actors facilitates the representation

of dynamic applications such as our example chat system

where new users may be created. The ability of actors to

communicate mail addresses of actors enables actions such as

join or leave a chat room. Moreover, natural extensions such

as the ActorSpace model [2] allow (potentially overlapping)

groups of actors to be defined, facilitating multicast in a

dynamically changing environment.

It is important to note that these concepts are not tied to any

specific programming language: a sequential language may

be extended with object style encapsulation (using records

or closures) and these three concurrency primitives. Actor

languages enable us to provide a representation which ab-

stracts execution details such as placement, scheduling, name

resolution, buffering, etc. An actor language may be used as a

high-level concurrent shell to provide interoperability between

heterogeneous components (written in different languages and

running on different types of platforms).

Actor semantics provides encapsulation (isolation of local

state), fair scheduling, location transparency (location indepen-

dent naming), locality of reference (facilitating security), and

transparent migration. These properties enable compositional

design and simplify reasoning [4], and improve performance

as applications and architectures scale [16]. For example,

because actors communicate using asynchronous messages,

an actor does not hold any system resources while sending

and receiving a message. This is in contrast to the shared-

memory model where threads occupy system resources such as

a system stack and possibly other locks while waiting to obtain

a lock. Thus actors provide failure isolation while potentially

improving performance.

Asynchronous communication between actors reduces syn-

chronization overhead and network traffic, increasing system

throughput. Because actors are self-contained and location

independent, dynamically tuning performance by relocating

server applications becomes easier. For example, the load of

computers on a cloud may be dynamically balanced by remote

creation, replication, or migration of applications. Alterna-

tively, specific policies may be separately specified and used

to facilitate trade-offs such as availability versus consistency.

A. Synchronization and Coordination

While the basic actor model is defined in terms of asyn-

chronous messaging, the order in which messages are pro-

cessed do affect the behavior of an actor. In many applica-

tions, application programmers want to prune some of the

nondeterminism by restricting the possible orders in which

messages are processed. Two commonly used abstractions that

constrain the message order are request-reply messaging and

local synchronization constraints. These abstractions can be

efficiently implemented in terms of using actors [16]. Local

synchronization constraints capture ordering requirements (cf.

session types [9] projected onto an individual actor). Such con-

straints can be expressed in a language declarative language.

Besides local synchronization constraints which specify the

acceptable ordering of messages at a given actor, there may

be constraints on the order in which messages are processed

at different actors. For example, a constraint on Server may

specify that a chat room must exist before another user actor

can join that chat room. Thus a message creating the chat room

must be processed before requests to join it can be processed.

Such requirements can be also be expressed in a constraint

language and translated into constraints such as precedence

and atomicity between actions at different actors [12]. It

turns out that dynamically imposed actor-level constraints can

themselves lead to problems as re-configuration privileges may

be abused by malicious or faulty actors. One way to address

this is by scoping rules which constrain ordering with respect

to a group of actors but do not affect messages from other

actors [11]. More generally, interaction policies can be treated

as first-class objects [38].

Constraints between actors can be context dependent. In

some contexts, strict consistency requirements are essential,

in others, eventual consistency suffices. Other systems may

tolerate speculative actions and rollback. The translation of

constraints can be customized in an using reflective meta-

actors (e.g. [7], [6]). Satisfying requirements for timeliness

of response, security, performance, energy use or other QoS

parameters, often requires careful mapping of computations to

underlying resources [30]. One can reason about the behavior

of such systems in a two-level semantics (cf. [42]).

Mobility introduces further complexity. Actors may be

executed on the client platform or on a server. The client

platform may be a mobile device with limited computation

capabilities or energy supply. Moreover, there may be security

and bandwidth consideratioons. This becomes particularly

relevant in applications on the mobile cloud, or mobile devices

connecting to the cloud. One useful consequence of using

the actor model is that it provides the freedom to execute

and migrate individual actors seemlessly [14]. This property

can help improve efficiency through dynamic placement and

migration [30].

Mobility can also be useful in deciding where to execute

based on contexts that are also dynamic: a rule-based language

can be used to specify policies that govern the placement of

actors. The application of the rules may depend on computa-

tional capabilities of platforms, currently available bandwidth,

security requirements, etc. Actors may need to be created

on different platforms based on the policies expressed in the

rules [8]. Similar considerations arise in implementing actor

languages for sensor networks [26].

Flexibility in placement and migration of actors can also

facilitate in reducing energy consumption in a computa-

tion. Specifically, building distributed systems with processors

which have a tunable frequency, we can provide additional

opportunities to use parallelism to reduce energy consumption.

This involves a trade-off between lower energy consumption
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for computation resulting from the use of a larger number

of energy efficient processors (which operate at a lower

frequency), and the greater energy required for communica-

tion because of increased parallelism. This trade-off has to

be balanced by the desired performance requirements, and

requires an analysis of the structure of an algorithm and the

characteristics of the architecture it is executed on [19], [18],

[17]

B. Variants of the Actor Model

Variants of the actor model are sometimes used. For ex-

ample, in real-time systems, sometimes a global clock is

used [31]. In cyber-physical systems, a probabilistic program-

ming language with continuous variables is needed [20]. How

these modifications affect the semantics is a complex question.

Although some variants have been developed, I have long

believe there is a need for work on a more fundamental model

of concurrency for cyber-physical systems. Current models

use either asynchronous or synchronous actors (processes) and

communication. In physics, the notion of distance and the

speed of light bounds the synchrony of events at different

objects. Similarly, a richer model of concurrent systems should

have a notion of “virtual” distance with which the degree of

synchronization varies. However, the degree of synchroniza-

tion need not be exact (contrary to physics): in computation,

’distance’ is a virtual construct and may be a probabilistic

notion. The work in [20] was a small step in that direction.

III. REASONING ABOUT ACTOR SYSTEMS

The problem of verifying or checking the correctness of

concurrent systems has long been a difficult one. With the

development of cloud computing, the importance of address-

ing this problem continues to grow. I briefly describe some

methods that have been developed at Illinois which address

this problem. In my view, these methods, while useful, remain

rather rudimentary. The goal of my research has been to

develop methods that are more effective as well as scalable. I

have tried to look at the problem of reasoning about parallel

and distributed systems from different perspectives.

A key difficulty in verifying concurrent systems (such as

that on the cloud) is the large number of states that such sys-

tems can possibly be in. In sequential systems, the complexity

of the verification problem is a result of the indeterminacy in

the data inputs. In concurrent systems, this is compounded

by the indeterminacy resulting from asynchrony. Observe that

asynchrony is not an artefact of a particular model: it is natural

in distributed systems because a synchronous model of time

would require a level of fine-grained synchronization between

actors that is prohibitively expensive. Because checking every

possible state that a system may transition to is generally

infeasible, testing remains the predominant technique applied

to software systems.

A. Improving Testing

The behavior of a computing system can be represented as

a binary tree (a higher arity tree can be reduced to a binary

tree), where the internal nodes of a computation tree repre-

sent decision points (resulting from conditional statements or

from nondeterminism), and the branches represent (one or

more) sequential steps. Note that the nondeterminism may

be a way of modeling the results of different mechanisms

such as probabilistic transitions, scheduling of actors, and

communication delays. For simplicity, we will call these

nondeterministic scheduling choices. System verification is a

process of examining a tree of potential executions to see

if some property holds at each node of the tree (state of a

system).

There are many reasons why a computation tree may be

infinite. For one, the domain of inputs to a system may be

unbounded. For another, infinite loops (or recursive calls) are

unfolded in the tree and these loops can be non-terminating.

Then there is nondeterminism caused by concurrency; schedul-

ing choices naturally give rise to the possibility of unbounded

postponement. Even if the number of potential paths is very

large, it is difficult to simply explore all states a system may

be in.

The most common form of correctness reasoning is testing.

Testing involves executing a system, which in turn requires

picking some data values for the inputs and fixing an order

for the scheduling choices. In order to make testing feasible,

only a finite approximation of the potentially infinite behavior

is considered. For sequential programs, such approximation is

done in two ways: first, by restricting the domain of inputs.

Second, by bounding the depth of the loops. The bound

on the depth is typically arbitrary. Of course, termination is

undecidable, but more pragmatically, even though for many

computations termination may be decidable, it may not be

feasible to automatically determine what bound to use for a

loop. In case of concurrent programs, the approximation in-

volves considering only a small subset of potential scheduling

choices.

Even with these restrictions, the space of possible behaviors

is generally too large to examine fully. To overcome the

problem, symbolic testing was proposed. The idea of symbolic

testing is quite simple. Instead of using concrete values for data

inputs, a symbolic value (variable) can be associated with each

value. Then at each branch point, a constraint is generated

on the variable. If there are values for which the constraint

holds, the branch in which the constraint is true is explored,

carrying the constrained forward. At the next branch point,

the constraint on that branch is added to the constraint which

has been carried forward, and again solved to see if there are

values satisfying it. Similarly, if there are values satisfying

the negation of the constraint, the other branch is explored.

During the exploration, the symbolic state is checked to see if

the constraints implied by the specification could be violated.

The problem with using symbolic testing is that the con-

straints involved are often unsolvable or computationally

intractable. For example, if these constraints involve some

complex functions or use of dynamic memory. In this case,

it is unclear if a branch might be taken. When a constraint

at a branch point cannot be solved, tools based on symbolic
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checking assume that both branches might be taken, leading

to a large number of erroneous bug reports and causing tool

users to ignore the tool.

To overcome this difficulty, the idea of concolic testing

(first called DART) was proposed [13]. The idea is to si-

multaneously do concrete testing and symbolic testing on

the same system. When a constraint cannot be solved, use

simplification to deal with the constraint and find a partial

solution space. This increases coverage, but of course, does

not provide completeness. We extended this concept to systems

with dynamic memory in C programs [34], and to systems with

concurrency, both the actor [32] and the Java multi-threaded

variety [33].

Although the idea behind concolic testing is rather simple,

concolic testing has proved very effective in efficiently finding

previously undetected bugs in real-world software, in some

cases, in software with a large user base which had gone

through testing before being deployed. It has since been

adopted in a number of commercial tools, including PEX from

Microsoft3.

In case of concurrent systems, there are a large number

of possible executions which are result in the same causal

structure. This is because independent events (e.g. those on

two different actors that have no causal relation) are simply

interleaved. However, considering different orders may not

affect the outcome. It is important to reduce or eliminate the

number of such redundant executions as there are an expo-

nential number of choices. Such reductions are called partial
order reduction. A number of techniques, such as a macro-

step semantics for actors have been developed to facilitate

partial order reduction [4]. The macro-step semantics of actors

is independent of the particularly library or language used:

because the processing of a message by an actor is atomic, it

can be done to an arbitrary depth before another actor takes

a transition. Such properties have been implemented in a path

exploration tool (Basset) which provides a common platform

for all actor frameworks in Java [27].

B. Runtime Verification

Systems may have specific requirements that should be

checked. In this case, monitors can be inserted into the

code. For example, if a safety condition such as x ≥ 100
should always be true, such a condition can be turned into

a conditional test and inserted in the right places in the

code. This monitoring process is sometimes called runtime
verification because one actually checks the system while it is

executing. We have worked on methods for specifying safety

properties and automatically generating and inserting monitors

for them in a piece of code. Some researchers have proposed

using monitors also in deployed code and allowing them to

throw exceptions.

In distributed systems, properties ordering the state of actors

must be expressible in causal terms [36]. For example, let p
be the property that an actor a1 is in a state σ1 only if some

3http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/pex/

other actor a0 was previously in state σ0. p cannot necessarily

be checked. This is because all knowledge is local: it may be

that actor a0 was in state σ0 but no other actor knows about

it. Moreover, given the absence of global time, the ordering

between the transitions on the local states of different actors

is not total. So information about a state change must be

communicated. Thus properties, much as in modern physics,

must be expressed in terms of observers and what they know.

This leads to epistemic (or knowledge) distributed temporal
logics. For example, while a property of the form p may not

be meaningful, the following property p′ would be: an actor

a1 transitions to a state σ1 only if it knows that some other

actor a0 was previously in state σ0.

There is an interesting consequence of distributed monitor-

ing. If we can infer causality, it is possible to predict violations

of safety properties (bugs) even if they have not occurred in a

particular execution. Consider the following scenario. Suppose

the actor a1 knows that the actor a0 was previously in state

σ0 before it transitions to state σ1. Thus the property p′ holds.

However, if a1 didn’t (directly or indirectly) use this fact in

transitioning to state σ1, we know that there could have been

a violation of our safety condition. In case of multithreaded

and real-time systems, where a global clock is reasonable

to assume, it is meaningful to express properties implying a

global order of the events. In this case, by tracking causal

information, one can look at all causally consistent shuffles of

a single execution to do predictive monitoring [35].

C. Learning-based Verification

Although testing (and model checking) may use some

optimizations to avoid checking redundant states or paths,

these techniques explore paths or states one at a time. We

have worked with a different idea. Suppose we could learn

a model of a system from its sample executions or traces.

Now we could take this model and intersect it with a model

for the negation of the specification. If the intersection of the

two models is empty, we know that the system satisfies its

specification. If not, we have a counter-example, a trace which

shows that the system has a bug.

As one might imagine, it is not easy to come up with

the model of a system, where executing the model yields

the same result as the system. In fact, it is not possible

for an arbitrary system whose model has infinite state space.

However, even though the state space is infinite in systems,

it is often used in a relatively “simple” way. In particular,

many concurrent protocols can be represented with finite state

automata which is communicating with first-in first-out (FIFO)

queues. It turns out that it is possible to learn such a model

using computational learning theory.

Two techniques have been developed for figuring out the

model of a system. These techniques assume that the model

is a finite state automaton and they are guaranteed to find

an equivalent automaton. The first technique, called passive
learning, works by giving the learner some example elements

or strings that are accepted by the automaton (positive sam-
ples), and some examples of strings which are not (negative
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samples). The learner then hypothesizes a model of the system.

This model is refined using larger and larger samples until the

hypothesis stops changing.

The second learning technique, called active learning, al-

lows the learner to make queries that an oracle can answer.

These queries can be of two sorts: “Is a given string accepted

by the automaton?” and “Is the model that has been hypoth-

esized by the learner equivalent to the real automaton?”

As I mentioned earlier, by executing a system, we can get

traces which are positive samples. The difficult questions are

how to get negative samples, answer queries about particular

traces, or answer equivalence queries. I will describe our

solution for passive learning [40]. It turns out to be more

a little more complicated in case of active learning but that

technique may be even more useful [39].

The insight which helps us get negative samples is as

follows. We can store a witness for each reachable state;

for example, this witness could be the path taken (i.e., the

particular transitions made) to arrive at the state. Now a

negative example is an invalid state, witness pair. For passive

learning, when the learner makes a hypothesis, we proceed

to intersect the proposed automaton with the negation of the

specification. If the intersection is non-empty, we have a state,

witness pair which doesn’t meet the specification. Now an

important property of the hypotheses made by the learner using

passive learning is that they may be overapproximations, but

will not be underapproximations. In other words, they may

accept strings that are not accepted by the original automaton,

but will not reject strings that are. So given the example which

does not meet the specification, we do not know if it is actually

a string in the actual automaton.

This is where the witness becomes important: we simply

execute our system using the witness. If the example turns out

to be a valid counter-example, we have found a bug. If not, we

have a negative sample with which to refine our hypothesis. As

you may have noticed, this approach does not actually require

that our system be equivalent to a finite state automaton: as

long as there is such an automaton which can overapproximate

the system’s behavior and meet the specification, we would

terminate.

The use of learning provides a powerful technique. We

have implemented a tool which uses this technique and shown

that it can be used to reason about a number of concurrent

protocols. Sometimes our learning technique is much faster

than model checking in finding bugs or in proving a system

correct. Sometimes it is not. However, the work is in an early

stage and we do not understand its full range of applicability.

D. Euclidean Model Checking

Typically, we model the global state of a system as the cross

product of individual states of actors in the system. This leads

to an explosion in the number of potential states. Suppose we

have a thousand nodes, each of which may be in one of 5

states. This means a possible 51000 global states. However, if

we are interested in certain sorts of global behavior–aggregate

quantitative properties–it may not be necessary to consider all

these global states. For example, suppose associated with each

state is the amount of energy a node consumes when in that

state (such an associated value mapping is called the reward
function of the state). Now, if we have a frequency count of the

nodes in each state, we can estimate the total energy consumed

by the system. This suggests a model where the global state is

a probability mass function vector representing the distribution

of local states. In the above example, the size of the vector

would be 5, one element for each possible state of a node. Each

element of the vector represents the probability that each of

the nodes in the system is in the particular state corresponding

to element in the vector.

Given transitions between the global states, we can also

compute how much energy has been consumed up to some

point in time. Note that using such a global state assumes a

certain symmetry (at least as a statistical approximation). We

have also explored cases where there may be more than one

type of node in a system (with its own associated Markovian

behaviors). We have defined a temporal logic iLTL which can

be used to write specifications where the global state of system

is defined by such vectors [24].

In case the behavior of the system can be modeled by

Discrete Time Markov Chains, we have developed a technique

called Euclidean model checking [23]. Euclidean model check-

ing works with transformations of probability distributions

to check if the system satisfies some aggregate quantitative

property. This provides an effective alternate to Monte Carlo

simulations over possible initial states. We have used it to

verify properties such communication bandwidth used, max-

imum expected queue lengths, energy consumption in sensor

networks (e.g. [21], [23], and software reliability of many

threaded concurrent software (i.e., software for servers) [22],

[25].

E. Statistical Model Checking

A different technique we have developed has formalized

properties of systems which evolve probabilistically. The idea

is to to check formal specifications in a probabilistic Compu-

tation Tree Logic (CTL) based on Monte Carlo simulations.

The system is treated as a blackbox and each run serves

as a bernoulli trial. The key challenge is characterizing the

behavior of the system with respect to the property. We do

this by computing the probability that we would get the

observed behavior if the specification was incorrect, based on

the intervals of values that are outside the specification [37].

Statistical model checking has been used in a large number

of applications. For example, it has been applied to mixed-

analog circuits [43], cyberphysical systems [10], biological

systems [28] and to validate protocols for security against DoS

attacks [3].

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I have given a very broad view of the developments in

programming concurrent systems using actors, emphasizing

the challenges of scale that are inherent as we move to

cloud computing and, even more broadly, to the Internet of
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Things. While actors are a good foundation for providing

scalable concurrency, we still need to think of novel ways

orchestrating actors and reasoning about them. There will

not be a single technique that can address all the aspects: it

is a multi-faceted problem. There will be multiple language

paradigms, for example, for orchestrating actors, and multiple

reasoning techniques enabling us to reason about different

types of properties.
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